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Abstract: Cloud computing, provides the delivery of on-demand computing resources, it is displayed as an innovative 
platform, provides a high-performance computing environment for  the  user.  The need for cloud computing is increasing 
gradually every day. Cloud computing, data storage security is a big problem since the data in the cloud must  be  sent  via  the  

Internet,  data  security  is  a  big  problem.  Integrity, accountability, privacy, access  control, authentication, must be to 
maintain an important mechanism for data protection, such as approval. To overcome this problem, the proposed Failure 

Aware Resource scheduling (FARS) to reduce the failure leading and reduced system performance tasks. The proposed method 
is clients send data using encryption for protecting the highly confidential files because the files or data unauthorized persons 
cannot be stolen or view the files so the files or data protected then generate the One-Time Password (OTP) for decrypting the 
files. Nodes with relatively low computing power and a low failure rate can provide better performance and reduced resources. 
The method is based on failure aware scheduling, especially for users who want to move the collective frequently, which can 
reduce the discovery time of the cloud service rather than the failed resource planning methods. That the crowdsourcing model 

is an effective way to solve huge co- tasks. 

Keywords: One-Time Password (OTP), Failure Aware Resource scheduling (FARS), Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Plain 

Text (PT), Cipher Text (CT). 

 

1. Introduction  

Cloud computing is a new generation that offers   cloud   services   via   the   Internet.   These offerings   

include   things   like   storage,   software, hardware  and community programs. Cloudy cloud computing  more  

than  one  service  issuer  Cloud Service Provider (CSP) approach via a cloud carrier. User-oriented  IT  services  

are  provided  by  using cloud computing. The advantage is two big garage abilities and a powerful computing 

cloud. Now, with cloud computing step by step humans are used to store their photos, contacts, or different files to 

the development of cloud servers.  At  an  equal  time, powerful  computing  functionality  is  also  used  by 

individuals  or  agencies.  For the benefit of daily existence,    many    new    programs    made    cloud computing. 

In one factor, the cloud consumer/terminal may  additionally  outsource  via  their  information storage  or  a  

server  computing  cloud  to  hold  their feet,  and  the  cloud  user/terminal  is  simplest  to  be considered as a 

"device" enter and output. To reduce the  computational  value  of  the  deciphering  set  of rules   of  ABE,  if   it  

want  to  use   the   powerful computing  energy  of  the  cloud  server  or  a  few proxies, Green has presented the 

idea of outsourcing deciphering and ABE have been called methods. In order to spend a small value to decrypt the 

encrypted records through the cloud server, the wishes of the consumer, and a big quantity entire the calculation of 

their gadget. That is, by the cloud server's  first output calculates delegation conversion key and the authentic  

encrypted  text,  the  person  subsequently converted cipher text through the calculation of the "decryption" set of 

rules, it is feasible to acquire the corresponding   plaintext,   and   to   mention.   This calculation     model     

additionally     poses     some challenges   while   a   person   outsources   sensitive statistics to the cloud server 

protection and privacy of  data.  Many  packages  use  complicated  access manipulation    mechanisms    to    

protect    encrypt sensitive facts. This new public encryption key raw in order that are able to via the use of the 

personal key related to the cipher text or get entry to policies, get  admission  to  manage   in  an  encrypted  file. 

Layered encryption scheme proposed report series. 

Encryption   is   the   Plain   Text   (PT)   is converted to data called Cipher Text (CT) and the code is unable to 

handle one decryption algorithm is used  to  reverse  the  original  CT.  Cloud  data  for encrypting and decrypting 

files. If the key attribute set to meet the cipher text associated access structure user  to  decrypt  the  cipher  text.  

Obviously,  this system  is  closer  to  the  traditional  access  control method in concept. On the other hand, a 

system in the ABE, circuits for general access policy may be any  program  as   the   strongest  form  of  a   fixed 

operating  time  of  the  policy  can  be  expressed  in expression circuit. Under these situations, healthcare 

agencies use encrypt for files  that store  records in the cloud through particular access rules. Users who want  to  
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get  right  of  entry  to  the  data  files  have selected    no    longer    to    address    the    complex decryption 

method regionally due to aid constraints. Instead,   a   number   of   the   maximum   probable outsourced  

decryption  packages  to  cloud  servers. Although each person can study something about the national  delegation  

that  may  be  converted  to  the authentic  cipher  text  on  a  simple  untrustworthy cloud server. With the rapid 

improvement of cloud computing technology, the amount of facts in cloud generation,     especially     images,     

movies,     and multimedia documents, is increasing exponentially. In recent years,  image  storage  and  sharing  

clouds were attracting interest. However, it also poses many problems   with   the   safety   of   photographs   and 

different multimedia files within the cloud. 

2. Related work 

Green   processing   is    the    environment reliable and recyclable utilization of resources. The unpracticed 

cloud organizations can diminish their cost  or  energy  prerequisites  through  adjusting  its general   presentation,   

streamlining   sources    the executives  and  administrations  [3].  The  technique isn't proficient for the cloud 

worker inside the green cloud organizations [2]. To consider recyclable use of assets for the cloud worker, it 

prescribe another and comfortable way to deal with diminish general overhead   of   the   cloud   worker  while   

numerous clients satisfying a get admission to strategy require the       re-appropriated       decoding       for       the 

indistinguishable code literary substance aside from lessening  the  unscrambling  calculation  esteem  for clients 

[4]. 

The arising cloud-based absolutely Internet of Things (IoT) worldview permits IoT  gadgets to immediately 

add their accumulated realities  to the distant   cloud   and   permits   data   proprietors   to advantageously  control  

the  ones  records  through cloud   APIs,   which   has   generously   diminished framework  subsidizing  and  data  

the  board  cost  in bunches of IoT programs [11]. Taking into account that the re-appropriated data are out of the 

in essence control of and the cloud worker can't continually be totally  believed,  an  approach  to  safely  erase  

the unneeded   sensitive   data   put   away   in   cloud   to forestall potential records spillage inconveniences is a 

major task [9] [13]. Distributed    computing    turns    into    an expanding   number   of   well-known   for   

realities proprietors to re-appropriate their records to public cloud workers simultaneously as permitting implied 

data  clients  to  recover  those  records  put  away  in cloud  [6] [14] [16].  This type of registering  model  carries 

difficulties to the security and privateers of records put away in cloud. Property based encryption period has    

been    utilized    to    design    quality-grained admittance control framework, which bears the cost of one genuine 

procedure to cure the wellbeing inconveniences in cloud setting [5] [7]. 

Characteristic based absolutely encryption is  a  promising  cryptographic  apparatus  for  data proprietor to see 

top notch grained date partaking in the distributed computing [12] [17] [8]. In the encryption of most current 

plans, a boundless scope  of secluded exponentiations    are    frequently    required;    the computational   expense   

of   its   miles   developing directly  with  the  intricacy of  the  get admission to inclusion [9] [18]. Also, inside the 

greatest present ABE with redistributed unscrambling, the calculation cost of creating change mystery's growing 

straightly with the scope of characteristics identified with customer individual  key;  those  calculations  are  

restrictively high for cell gadget clients, which transforms into a bottleneck limiting its utility. To address the 

above issues,   it   exhort   a    comfortable    redistributing calculation for secluded exponentiation in a solitary 

unmarried untrusted worker model and a fresh out of  the  plastic  new  strategy  to  produce  the  change key. In 

view of these procedures and Brent Waters' code literary substance strategy plot, it advocate an conspire    with    

undeniable    redistributed    every encryption and unscrambling, which could safely re- appropriate  encryption  

and  decoding  to  untrusted encryption      administration      organization      and decoding transporter guarantor, 

separately, leaving most  straightforward  a  steady  number  of  simple tasks   for   the   and   qualified   clients   

to   perform Territorially [20] [19]. 

3. Materials and methods 

Cloud computing is to provide a variety of services   on   the   Internet,   the   rapidly   growing technology.  

This  is,  on  the  basis  of  the  payment amount,  based  on  the  needs,  function,  network services,      and      

other      resources,      increase infrastructure,  platforms  and  the  like,  or  it  can reduce  the  requirement. When 

the enterprise store high-confidential files on the cloud server, there is a problem. Case, high-confidential files on 

the cloud server there is a problem with the store of the company. 
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Figure 1: Proposed Diagram 

Figure  1  describes  Encryption  is  any  type  of conversion  of  data  into  a  form  that  has  not  been 

understood.  It converts the   encrypted data into understandable   format   encryption   instead,   and decodes.  The 

user, if it provides the correct login credentials       during       server       authentication [2]. Unauthorized users are 

not allowed to access the uploaded private files by other users. 

3.1 Cloud storage 

Cloud   storage   is   a   cloud   computing   model. Managing data storage services on the Internet as stored   

data,   the   operation   of   cloud   computing providers. It is delivered in the capacity and cost of just  in  time,  

there  is  no  need  to  buy,  it  have  to manage their own data storage infrastructure. This is, "anytime, anywhere," 

agility of data access, and provides the globality and durability. 

3.2 Secure data Encryption 

Data  encryption  in  the  cloud  is  the  process  of encoding  data  before  it  is  moved  to  the  cloud  for 

conversion or transfer. The data owner encrypts the first file,  and   store   it  in   the   cloud.  Typically, encryption    

mechanism    files    contain    metadata attached to  protected  objects  contain  information about how to decode 

the protected object. This meta- data is a part of the file header, which is encrypted, always  inserted  at  the  

beginning  of  the  file.  This metadata  can  be  a  single  user  to  access  the  file. Encryption is any type of 

conversion of data into a form that has not been understood [13] [14] . 

3.3 Data Decrypt 

Users select files to read or edit from shared folders in their cloud account. Now, the application running  on  

the  client  is  trying  to  generate  and decrypt  a   one-time   password  (OTP)  by  it.  An application to check if 

the login username is in the header of an encrypted file in the file header to see if there is a match between the 

group and the users in the  group, then the  group If the  first attempt to perform the  name belongs to the logged-

in user is part of a match between some group or an existing group and the group to which the user belongs, then 

the user Get the private key of the group. Once the user gets the key, it can be used by the application to 

automatically update it from memory.  Instead,  it transforms  and  decrypts  the  encrypted  data  into  a format 

that is easy to understand. 

3.4 Verification and download 

Users upload the confidential files to the cloud server. The file will be encrypted before it starts the actual 

upload process. It needs to make sure the process of downloading the encrypted files.  The contents of the file 

must not be damaged during the encryption and decryption.  In order to test such a function, some of the test file is 

selected; all these files will be uploaded to encryption. When the file is downloaded, the file size must be exactly 

the same at the byte level, and the content must be decrypted. This will ensure that it  can  be  decoded  into  the 

original format of the encrypted file. 

4. Result and discussion 

Distributed storage is an innovation that permits it to backup files and then gets these records through the 

cloud. It wants to separate this definition. First of all, the potential is the capability to backup files and exceptional 

asset PC use. This functionality generally includes a difficult pressure, USB flash pressure,   or   any   other   

power.   Since   the   force community statistics may be harmed or stolen, questioning produced by using the 

actuator in gadget ability facts. 
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No. of data FARS % CPCPA % DSSE% 

10 75 70 69 

   20 78 75 70 

   30 83 79 75 

40 92 86 80 

 

Table 1: Accuracy performance of cloud storage 

Table      1      describes      the      accuracy performance of cloud storage in these the proposed algorithm  of  

Failure  Aware  Resource  scheduling (FARS) it achieved high performance with 92% of result and it is compared 

to existing algorithms of Cipher printed content-Policy Attribute (CPCPA) it gains 86% of result and with 

Dynamic Searchable Symmetric Encryption (DSSE) it achieves 80% of result. 

 

Figure 2 Accuracy performance of cloud storage 

Figure      2      describes      the      accuracy performance    of    cloud    storage    the    proposed algorithm  of  

Failure  Aware  Resource  scheduling (FARS) it achieved high performance with 92% of result and it is compared 

to existing algorithms of Cipher printed content-Policy Attribute (CPCPA) it gains 86% of result and with 

Dynamic Searchable Symmetric Encryption (DSSE) it achieves 80% of result. 

No. of data FARS % CPCPA % DSSE% 

10 35 40 50 

   20 30 35 48 

   30 22 30 42 

40 18 28 39 

Table 2: Performance of Time complexity 

Table   2  describes   the   time   complexity performance  in  these  the  proposed  algorithm  of Failure   

Aware   Resource   scheduling   (FARS)   it achieve  its  task  within  short  time  performance  so that  the  

proposed  it  gives  superior  performance compared to existing algorithms. 
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Figure 3 Performance of Time complexity 

Figure  3  describes  the  time  complexity performance   the   proposed   algorithm   of   Failure Aware  

Resource  scheduling  (FARS)  it  achieved high  performance  with  18  ms  of  result  and  it  is compared to 

existing algorithms  of  Cipher printed content-Policy Attribute (CPCPA) it gains 28 ms of result  and  with  

Dynamic  Searchable  Symmetric Encryption (DSSE) it achieves 39 ms of result. 

5. Conclusion 

Cloud computing is growing into a new thing,    it    really    is    a    new    trend    and    many organizations. 

The perceived failure of the proposed Failure    Aware    Resource    scheduling    (FARS) algorithm is the data 

owner and its users  to share sensitive data secure data sharing scheme. Instead, the   user   sends   a   private   

decryption   key,   the decryption key data owners are assigned to shared authority and trusted users.  Public cloud 

data by receiving   the   decryption   key   from   the   trusted authority   decrypts   half.   Then   authorized   users 

authorized to decrypt the received decryption key to decrypt the data half a trusted authority. As a result, between 

cloud service providers and a large number of users to calculate the cost of distribution in a safe manner. 
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